89 yamaha warrior

Finding the ATV parts you need has never been easier, whether you need a power-producing
ATV exhaust, upgraded fuel control for your quad or just a fresh new look with ATV plastics or a
graphics kit. At MotoSport we work hard to ensure you find parts easily - and at a price that you
know is the industry's best. After you get your ATV set up with the latest add-ons check out our
riding gear selection that includes gear from the brands you trust. Taking your passion of ATV
riding to the streets is only natural. Narrowing down what you want might take some time
because we offer a style for everyone. Taking your new gear and clothes on the road can be as
cool as the gear you chose with our huge selection of bags including backpacks from brands
like Oakley and One Industries or gear bags from brand like Fox Racing. Exact Fit. UAH Mika
Metals. Pro-Lite Piston Kit - 4-Stroke. Steel Chain And Sprocket Kit. Pivot Works. Pro Taper.
Works Connection. Elite EZ Build Clutch. Star Series Handguards Combo. Turner Performance
Products. Profile Clutch Perch. Pillow Top Grips - Twist Throttle. Series One Probend Kit. Pro X.
Piston Kit - 4-Stroke. Composite Pro Bend Handguard Kit. Power X Handguards Combo. Motion
Pro. Spoon Tire Iron Set. Maintenance-Hour-Tach Meter. DC-8 Clutch Perch Assembly. Rubber
Muffler Plug. Profile Pro Clutch Perch. Trail Star Handguard Combo. Battery Tender. Pipe Spring
Tool. Wireless Hour Meter. Make Yamaha. Model Yx Gorgeous '89 Radian Motorcyclist
Magazine's "cc Cycle of the Day! Model Warrior Midnight. Aftermarket: Handelbars 1. No hurry
to sell. Cash only. Text to set up a meet. Show the money before a test ride. Text is best. No
calls. Model Zuma The Zuma is compact, agile, fun and reliable, offering fuel-injected power and
a gas sipping 89 MPG. Features May Include That tough off-road look isn t just for looks: the
strong steel frame; fat, aggressive tires; oiled-type air filters; beefy shocks front and rear and
off-road style brush deflectors make this scooter at home on unpaved roads while delivering all
the attitude you could want for the street. Fully automatic C. Both center and side stands, along
with a locking cover on the ignition switch, make it convenient to park, too. There s room for
two atop this Zuma s seat, and lots of locking storage beneath it. Zuma s fuel-injected, cc single
cylinder, 4-stroke engine pumps out lots of power for its size, using an SOHC 4-valve head with
compression ratio and ceramic-composite cylinder plating. Pushbutton electric starting makes
the Zuma super-convenient for transportation. For reliability and easy maintenance, simple
wet-sump lubrication is used. Forced air cooling system helps keep engine temperatures under
control, even while idling at stoplights, for maximum efficiency and longer engine life. Fully
automatic, V-belt transmission with centrifugal clutch provides easy, twist-the-throttle-and-go
operation with great off-the-line acceleration. Fuel injection provides the optimal fuel mixture for
the operating condition, including temperature and altitude, and that means easy cold starts,
too. Oiled-paper type air filter helps trap dirt before it gets to your engine, even when riding on
unpaved roads. The V-belt housing has its own off-road-style wet-foam air filter for durability.
Upswept muffler incorporates exhaust catalyst technology to reduce air pollution and meet
emission regulations. Hefty steel-tube frame has a step-through design for easy mounting. A
two-stage electrodeposition and electrostatic painting process provides a durable,
corrosion-resistant finish. Telescopic fork features beefy outer tubes for strength, while slider
shrouds help protect the 27mm inner tubes from debris. Swingarm has double rear shocks for
riding comfort on the street and unpaved roads, too. Fuel tank holds 1. Fuel tank emission
system includes a charcoal canister to control gasoline evaporation and reduce air pollution.
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ATV parts you need has never been easier, whether you need a power-producing ATV exhaust,
upgraded fuel control for your quad or just a fresh new look with ATV plastics or a graphics kit.
At MotoSport we work hard to ensure you find parts easily - and at a price that you know is the
industry's best. After you get your ATV set up with the latest add-ons check out our riding gear
selection that includes gear from the brands you trust. Taking your passion of ATV riding to the
streets is only natural. Narrowing down what you want might take some time because we offer a
style for everyone. Taking your new gear and clothes on the road can be as cool as the gear you
chose with our huge selection of bags including backpacks from brands like Oakley and One
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Meter. Dual Sport. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's
rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options
Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive
property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without
notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy.
Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike.
Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. Dirt-bike parts and gear available from Mega Motor Madness. Join the 89 Yamaha XT
discussion group or the general Yamaha discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of
specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all Yamaha XT available and also sign
up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number
of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the rating of the bike's
engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Engine performance
for the Yamaha XT You can also compare bikes. A 19 horsepower 4-stroke cc engine helped the
stock Warrior reach top speeds of 63 MPH. Seat height stands at A stock Yamaha Warrior is
capable of reaching speeds of 63 MPH on flat even surfaces according to the manufacturer.
Potential top speed is affected by weather, rider weight, ATV condition and several other factors
so your results may be slightly better or worse. If you decide to find out for yourself please do
so responsibly, wear a helmet and visit a local race track near you. The Warrior was equipped
with a snorkel kit making it capable of ATV mudding and riding in shallow water. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. In-Depth Guides. Kawasaki Mojave Specs and Top Speed. ATV by Brand. Best
Lists. Know How. Share Tweet. Baja In Depth Guides. In Depth Guides Kawasaki. In Depth
Guides Yamaha. In Depth Guides. Yamaha Warrior Review, Specs and Information. Honda In
Depth Guides. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See all
results. More Stories. It featured a cc two-stroke engine, Autolube oil injection system, CDI
ignition, a snorkel air intake and a five speed transmission. It was designed to be a durable
workhorse as well as the ultimate recreational vehicle. This 4-stroke model was the world's first
ATV to feature shaft drive and electric start. Both proved instantly popular in the marketplace.
The DX also featured Monoshock rear suspension and telescoping front forks. It featured shaft
drive, fully automatic transmission, adjustable speed limiters and a tethered emergency stop
switch. Parents could easily adjust engine speed and control the unit as the rider gained
experience. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine, a snorkel air intake, shaft drive, electric starter,
centrifugal automatic clutch, and racks front and rear. A unique feature of this model was a
practical reverse gear. The 4-Zinger featured shaft drive, adjustable speed limiters and an
emergency stop switch. The body components and graphics were designed to resemble a small
pickup truck. The Banshee won the Baja its first time entered in the competition. It features a
high performance cc 4-stroke engine, 6-speed transmission with reverse, adjustable long-travel
suspension and hydraulic disc brakes on the front and rear. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine with
an oil cooler, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse, shaft drive, Torque Control
Differential TCD for the front wheels, electric start, front hydraulic brakes and an auxiliary DC
terminal for accessories. This feature enabled the use of a wide range of powered ttachments
rough-cut mower, finish-cut mower, tiller, agricultural sprayers, post-hole digger and more. The
Terrapro had a fan cooled cc 4-stroke engine, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse and
a locking rear differential. It debuted in and featured a powerful cc 2-stroke engine, Autolube oil
injection, 6-speed transmission, kick starter and double-wishbone front suspension. The Blaster
is known for having one of the best power-to-weight ratios in its class. The standard Pro Hauler
model featured a Hi-Lo Range speed transmission and all-terrain tires; while the "Turf" model
had turf-tread tires and a Lo Range only transmission for commercial applications. Rugged,
reliable and versatile, the BearTracker quickly won the hearts of thousands of owners with its
class leading value. Blending in was easier than ever with this model designed especially for
hunters. The outstanding engine along with its YZ-spec, 5-speed manual transmission,
state-of-the-art chassis and race-honed suspension helped the Raptor win the title of Sport ATV
of the Year. Its powerful, five-titanium-valve engine and pound dry weight gave the YFZ the best
power-to-weight ratio of any ATV ever produced. An ultra-compact, high-tensile steel frame
offered exceptional handling. Standard on the YFZ pushbutton electric starting, a flip-type
parking brake and performance-calibrated suspension served to further distance this model
from the competition. As the first fuel injected outdoor ATV, the Raptor R provides crisp,
consistent engine performance in a wide range of conditions, regardless of elevation or

temperature. Copyright yamahapart. All rights reserved. No part of this website can be
reproduced without written consent of the owner. Ecardeals America Inc. Check out our on-line
parts. On-line fiche finders simplify finding the correct OEM Parts with on-line ordering which
can be done directly from the Illustrated parts diagrams. Site Powered by vNext Technologies ,
Inc. Ground ship orders only. To Contact someone from sales call email to: info yamahapart.
Need Yamaha Parts? Make Yamaha. Model Yx Gorgeous '89 Radian Motorcyclist Magazine's "cc
Cycle of the Day! Model Warrior Midnight. Aftermarket: Handelbars 1. No hurry to sell. Cash
only. Text to set up a meet. Show the money before a test ride. Text is best. No calls. Model
Zuma The Zuma is compact, agile, fun and reliable, offering fuel-injected power and a gas
sipping 89 MPG. Features May Include That tough off-road look isn t just for looks: the strong
steel frame; fat, aggressive tires; oiled-type air filters; beefy shocks front and rear and off-road
style brush deflectors make this scooter at home on unpaved roads while delivering all the
attitude you could want for the street. Fully automatic C. Both center and side stands, along
with a locking cover on the ignition switch, make it convenient to park, too. There s room for
two atop this Zuma s seat, and lots of locking storage beneath it. Zuma s fuel-injected, cc single
cylinder, 4-stroke engine pumps out lots of power for its size, using an SOHC 4-valve head with
compression ratio and ceramic-composite cylinder plating. Pushbutton electric starting makes
the Zuma super-convenient for transportation. For reliability and easy maintenance, simple
wet-sump lubrication is used. Forced air cooling system helps keep engine temperatures under
control, even while idling at stoplights, for maximum efficiency and longer engine life. Fully
automatic, V-belt transmission with centrifugal clutch provides easy, twist-the-throttle-and-go
operation with great off-the-line acceleration. Fuel injection provides the optimal fuel mixture for
the operating condition, including temperature and altitude, and that means easy cold starts,
too. Oiled-paper type air filter helps trap dirt before it gets to your engine, even when riding on
unpaved roads. The V-belt housing has its own off-road-style wet-foam air filter for durability.
Upswept muffler incorporates exhaust catalyst technology to reduce air pollution and meet
emission regulations. Hefty steel-tube frame has a step-through design for easy mounting. A
two-stage electrodeposition and electrostatic painting process provides a durable,
corrosion-resistant finish. Telescopic fork features beefy outer tubes for strength, while slider
shrouds help protect the 27mm inner tubes from debris. Swingarm has double rear shocks for
riding comfort on the street and unpaved roads, too. Fuel tank holds 1. Fuel tank emission
system includes a charcoal canister to control gasoline evaporation and reduce air pollution.
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Everything works as new. Quad has less then 10 hours total use. Runs as a new bike does.
Looks new. Green sticker good thru pink slip in hand. New battery,all new fluids and carb was
just rebuilt. Missing fuel tank cover only. The Quad was ridden twice the stored in the gagage
with the wheels carb and tank boxed up from until Great Quad with under 10 hours of total ride
time at a low price. Completely original 1 owner warrior kept inside. This ATV is original down to
the tires. Great shape and runs well. Upgrades plus some brand new, unused parts installed.
Less than 50 miles on engine and less than 25 miles on frame with no bends, welds, or cracks.
Quad is from Arizona. Must pick up with own trailer. Everything sold together. Everything is
AS-IS. Model Grizzly Auto. An automatic centrifugal clutch maintains constant belt tension for
reduced belt wear and sprag clutch for all-wheel downhill engine braking in 4WD mode. It
includes a 6 month Limited warranty. Give our sales team a call today - or fill out the contact
form below and have one call you! Our hours are Mon-Fri 8am to 5pm. Moderate use, like new
condition. Oil was changed regularly, Carburetor just cleaned, New battery installed. Runs gr
2009 ford police interceptor manual
for econoline
1995 chrysler sebring convertible
eat. Very Good condition, runs great, has excellent tires, front and back racks and hard gun
case. Serious buyers. Firm on Price. Model Warrior Will take best offer! Well maintained and
garaged. Both have twist throttle nerf bars. One stock colors, one Factory Effex graphics and
matching seat. Engines are stock. Model Warrior. Clean title. It features a high performance cc
4-stroke engine, 6-speed transmission with reverse, adjustable long-travel suspension and
hydraulic disc brakes on the front and rear. Day Heights, OH. Bayfield, CO. Williamsburg, VA.
Coconut Creek, FL. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Warrior Atv. Category - Engine cc Posted
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